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struggle against the overwhelmingly superior forces of Austria,
France and Russia. How to satisfy these various and often
conflicting demands with the minimum possible expenditure of
military effort was Pitt's problem in what he all along considered
as the subsidiary theatres of the war.
His first attempt at a solution, in 1758, consisted merely in
a repetition of the attacks on the coast of France, which had
hitherto given little usefiil result for the expenditure and loss
involved. The first of these, carried out in June by 13,000 men
under Marlborough, proved a complete failure ; the force
landed on the coast of Normandy, marched up to and looked
at St. Malo and Cherbourg, and then withdrew, unmolested
indeed but with nothing accomplished. The second enterprise,
carried out two months later by a corps of 10,000 men led by
Bligh, was both more and less fortunate ; it landed, captured
and destroyed Cherbourg, and re-embarked in safety, but being
once more set on shore to attack St. Malo, was driven back to
its ships by a superior hostile force with the loss of practically
the whole of its rearguard.
As some slight set-off to these mishaps the French trading
stations of Senegal and Goree on the west coast of Africa were
taken by small British forces, the one in April, the other in
October. Perhaps the most important event of the year, how-
ever, was the determination of Pitt, suddenly arrived at in the
middle of the summer, to embark upon operations in another
theatre of war by the despatch of a British contingent^ to
Germany as part of the army under Ferdinand of Brunswick.
No doubt he was influenced in this decision, to some extent at
least, by the striking successes achieved in 1758 by that prince,
who in a brilliant campaign had forced his French adversaries
to evacuate Hanover and Hesse and fall back west of the
Rhine. A corps of 10,000 men was despatched to Emden
under Marlborough, who died soon after landing in Germany
and was succeeded by Sackville; it reached the main army late
in August, but took no part in active operations until the opening
of the campaign of 1759.
Meanwhile, at the latter end of 1758, an armament was being
prepared in the British ports for employment against the
French West Indian islands, and in November 6000 troops
under Hopson were despatched to Barbados, which was to
serve as a base for further operations. The first attempt
against Martinique miscarried, despite some initial success;
and the force was then directed against Guadeloupe. The
western half of the island was secured without great difficulty,
but the eastern half gave more .trouble ; and it was not till a
large proportion of the men had fallen victims to disease, and

